Lesson Recap for Tiffany’s Lesson- | 06/12/2022| “Wondering while being broken”

The following is a lesson recap for "Wondering while being broken”
Definitions
Wondering = The phase of life where we are consistently filled with questions
I. You can be broken because of yourself
 God gives you free-will, to make choices in your life
 In the wondering phase of life, you tend to forget about the choices that you
decided to make
 When the consequences of our choices show up you may blame people or
dare to blame God.
 You must take a look in the mirror(self)
 Have you looked in the mirror?
 When you look in the mirror what do you see, flesh or spiritual adornment?
 Stop being in denial and deal with
II. Your brokenness can cause you to crush others
 The reason that you have a hard time coming out of your brokenness is
because we are operating in a broken state of mind
 The broken mindset can be due to situations that hurt or crushed you
 When one has been hurt, it can lead to operating in malice, anger,
unforgiveness, and other not-Godly attributes
 Are you operating in the spiritual realm- are you allowing the fruit of the
spirits to rule you?
 The sisterhood is your key to helping you overcome hurt
 Hurt is not always just words; your non-verbal communication can give off
hurt too
 You are a daughter of light; what you say and do is supposed to illuminate
others to want to know about God.
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Your actions can cause someone to come to Christ or stay away
Stop living in hurt; you don’t live for you! You live for God
God loves you in spite of you
God’s grace was extended to you; you should be able to extend grace to
others
 You might be broken but God wants to put you back together again
III. Because the world is broken place it can break you





We are living in the last days; don’t allow the outside factors to change you
Plug in to God so that we can illuminate the world
Are you listening; Are you hearing from God?
There is power to overcome the evil in the world

IV. A broken Jesus for a broken people
 Brokenness is a part of life
 Jesus had to come because you don’t have the strength to overcome the trials
of life
 Because of God’s love for us he sent Jesus
 It’s because of Christ’s blood that we are healed
 It’s because of God’s that we are gracefully broken
VI. A broken Life can lead to unexpected beauty






Every piece of you is perfectly orchestrated by God
Will you give yourself over to God?
Will you surrender your hurt?
Will you get out of your hurt with your hands raised in praise
Your brokenness is not something to be ashamed of it’s something to be
celebrated
 God doesn’t want you to stay in the state that you’re in; allow him to put you
back together and make you whole

